Museums Concentration, Smith College Class of 2017

Lily Clark
So You Think You Can Rob a Museum? - Mythbusting Museum Security

Ana Drinovan
Color & Japanese Art: an attempt at deconstructing museological paradigms

Beryl Ford
Finding Focus - A Conversation about “In Focus” An E-Zine

Olivia Feal
What’s in a Blog?

Laura Grant
Perspectives on Museum Hack

Dorie Klein
The Right to Bear Paintbrushes: Making Activist Public Art Visible to Museums through Mapping

Saraphina Masters
Interpretation for Empowerment: A Guide to SCMA Greek Vases

Samantha Page
Deaccessioning & the Smith College Museum of Art: An Entry Point to American Studies, Art History, and Museums Concentration

Johanna Renard
Northampton Street Art Exhibition

Hui Yan
Making Connections in Musée Imaginaire